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-lo Introduction 
We are given k (~2) populations from which observations can be taken, and two 
completely specified distribution functions F ( ,c) and F (x). It is assumed that 
1 a 
the observations from (k-1) of' the populations have distribution F (x) and that 
1 
those from the remaining population have distribution F (~)o The problem considered 
a 
is· that of identifying the population associated with F (")()., subject to certain 
2 
restrictions on F and F which are outlined below. 
1 a 
~t fi {'1) (i=l,2) denote the corresponding density £unctions i£ both F
1 
C,r) mld 
F (x) are continuous or the probability masses at x if both F (X) and F (~.) are 
a 1 a 
discontinuous. ~t 
{lol) 
and let 
(lola) n r: n u n 
1 a 
i = 1,2 
We shall treat the "degenerate" situation in which the likelihood ratio (r
2 
61 )/f
1 
('ll >) 
assumes only the three values (0,1,m) for ('X E n)o That is, on (n n n ), 
1 a 
r (v) = f ("l), and 
1 ~ 
(1.2) P (n n O ) = P (0 n O ) a 9o (0 < 8 < l)o 
F 1 a F 1 a 
1 a 
A typical exBrl,llPle ~ such a configuration_ has F
1 
(x) assigning mass (1-9) to 
,c = •l and mass 8 to x a o, while F
2 
(')(_) assigns mass 0 to 'X = 0 and mass (1°8) to 
'X = 1 {two symmetrically degenerate trinomial distributions)o Another important 
example occurs with F tX ) as the uniform distribution on (a, a + 1) and F (x) as 
1 a 
the uniform distribution on {a+ 01 a+ 9 + l)o Note that since a must be specil'ied, 
.i this cannot be formulated as a slippage problem or a ranking problem tor the uniform 
distributionc 
An identification is an association of one of the populations with the distri-
bution F ('X). We shall consider sequential procedures which satisfy the requirement 
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min P (Correct Identification) ~ P* , 
where the minimum is taken over the k possible true associations of distribution 
F (x) with a population., and P* (1/k < P* ~ 1) is a specified constanto Among these 
8 
procedures we seek those rules T* which satisfy 
(1.4) max E(NI T*) a min max E(NI T) 1 
T 
where the maximum is taken over the k possible true pairings, the rules Tall 
satisfy (lo3)., and N is the total number of observations takeno 
Because of the degeneracy previously described, when P* al it is possible to 
satisfy requirement (lo3) using a sampling procedure whose sample size distribution 
has finite monients ot all orders. When p* < lJ> it is necessary to introduce random-
ization to achieve equality in (lo.3). We shall show that an entire family of ran= 
domized procedures achieves the requirements (lo3) and (1.,4). From this fandly we 
find one procedure having minimum variance of the sample size" This procedm-e is 
tttruncatedtt rather than fully randomized, the method o£ t-runcation being described 
in Section 2o 
In Section 2, some general discussion is given in which we limit the class or 
procedures which need be considered., and the proposed procedures are describedo The 
standard identification prooedure of fl] is also described i'or comparisono In 
1'- Sections 3 and 4, best vector-of-observations and one observation at a time procedure~ 
are derived for the case of two populationso In Section S these are compared with 
one another and with some sub-optimal procedureso In Section 6., special properties 
~ procedures achieving p* cs l for general k are consideredo In Sections 7 and 8 
the best vector and one observation at a time procedures are derived for general k, 
and in Section 9 these are compared with one another and with a suitable single-
sample procedure o 
- 7# 
2o Generalities and Description of Procedures 
Denote the k populations by (n: ,n ,.u,nk), and the j th random variable from 
1 a 
ni by x1jJ i IS 1.,2,ou.,kj j :: 1,2,0000 a The Xij are aSSUJn8d to be independento 
Define the likelihood of the sample {x1j] (i a l~o·~k;· j a l,no,m) given the true 
association (TT1, F8 ) as 
L(i,m) = ; {r (-,c1j) ~ r ('I( >} :, i .. 1~ •• ,k jal a S=l 1 Sj 
8*1 
and the 1th likelihood ratio as 
k 
(2o2) R(i1 m) m L(i,m) / E L(s,m), i = l 1 oo 1ko 
Sal 
Also., let 
I£ a-priori probability (1/k) is assigned to each or the k possible (rr1,F2 ) 
pairings., then R(i.,m) can be regarded as the a-posteriori probability of the pairing 
(TT 1,F8 )o Note that each R(i,m) (i = l,oo,k) assumes one o£ the values O,l/k~ 
l/(k•l),00011/2,lo 
The procedure considered in (17, lmown as the basic identjfication prooedure, 
l!iJil uses t-he stopping rule: ncontinue sampling ~til Rm ~ p*; then stop and make an 
ident:Lfication"o It is clear that such a procedure will satisfy (l.,.3) 1 but in view 
of the previous paragraph, it is also clear that if p* > ½, the actual P(CI) (probllll 
ability or correct identification) will be unity o 
The following discussion is not sP3cifically directed to the basic procedure~ 
Because of the degeneracy in this problem, the set of R{i,m) values for the 
sample {x } will fall into one of the following two categories: 
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(i) (k-1) of the R{i,m) values are zero and the remaining one is unity 
or (ii) (k-C) {2 ~ C ~ k) of the R(i.,m) values are zero and the remaining R(i.,m) 
values are 1/C. 
In case (i), it is known exactly which pairing is correct., while in case (ii) it is 
lmown that (k-C) pairings are impossible but the sample contains no information to 
differentiate among the C possible pairings. Thus to achieve equality in (1 0 3) when 
- 1/2 < p* < 1., a randomized stopping rule or some r orm must be used. (From the above 
considerations it is clear that to any rule which uses the data to decide whether 
- to stop and to choose among the C "contenders", there corresponds a purely randomized 
rule which achieves the same P(CI) and the same distribution of sample size). 
Achievement of equality in (lo3) is des:irable when P* < 1 in order to reduce the 
average sample size from that requh-ed to achieve P(CI) = 1,, It may at first seem 
unreasonable to accept a P(CI) of less than unity when a P(CI} of unity can be 
achieved using the basic identification procedure., but since no fixed sample size 
procedure can achieve a P(CI) of unity we do not require this of a sequential pro-
cedure at the expense or a large expected sample size. 
It is evident that nothing can be learned by continuing to take observations 
from population Ilj if R{j.,m) 1:1 01 i.eo.t if' some Xjk (k a 11 ee 1m) falls in (0-02 ) 
(see (l.l) and (1.2)). Thus we consider only sampling rules which stop sampling 
from a population Tl j as soon as R (j ,m) becomes zero (i.e., rules which take no 
observations from TT,. beyond stage m if x .... •. o. 1-X ( ) are all in (0 n O ) and x 
u _,.. j m-1 1 a ~m 
is in (0.0
2 
)). A population for which R(.,m) =-0 is called a 11non-contender"o The 
C populations for which R(.,m) = 1/C are called "contenders"., and we shall write 
C as C(m) to indicate that C is a (non-increasing) function or the nunber or 
"' , elapsed sampling stageso Observations at stage (m+l) are taken only from ~he C (m) 
~ 
-
populations which remain in contention at'ter stage m. 
Another obvious reduction in the class of rules to be considered is obtained 
f'rom the symmetry of the requirements (1.3) and (1.4). We need consider only rules 
which use the observations symmetrically and which, when and if they stop with more 
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# 
than one population still in contention., assign equal probabilities to the idenM.fi-
cation of F with each of the remaining contenders. Given arry non-symmetric rule 
. a 
satisfying (1.3)., the symmetrized version of that rule will also satisfy (10 3) and 
will have at least as small a max E(N) 1 with strict inequality i£ the original rule 
did not have the same E(N) for all possible true pairings. Thus., with the given 
requirements the symmetric rules form an essentially complete cl.ass. 
Two basic sampling plans will be studied: 
(a) ttvector at a time" procedures which at each sampling stage take one ob-
servation from each or the C contenders, and 
(b) 11one at a time" procedures., which at each sampling stage take an observa-
tion from one of the C contenderso 
By a randomized rule., we mean one which if C(m) > l assigns a probability 
pm{m=a.,1,2,eoc) to carrying out a~ (mf-1}8t stage of sampling and probability (l,"'Pm) 
to terminating the experiment without the (mt-1)8t sample, and whenever sampling is 
terminated by randomization assigns probability 1/C to each pairing of a contender 
with dis·liribution F O The probability p may be allowed to depend on the entire 
-a m 
sequence {x1j], ial,ooo,k,j=l,ooo,m of previous observations. (Randomized procedures 
which eliminate cont-enders without terminating sampling will not be discussed in 
this paper.) Thus (1-p) is the probability of taking no observations at all, and 
0 
if' sampling is started it will be terminated at the first stage m for which C (m) 
is unity or else by the randomizing scheme described above. 
It will be shown that when k = 21 all rules which achieve (lo3) with equality 
have the same value or E(N) (the maximum being omitted since the rules are symmetric)c-
Among these rules, the one which minimizes E(lf) (.and thus minimizes Var (N)) is a 
tttruncated11 rule which randond.zes at at most its final stage to achieve equality in 
(1.3). Thus the nbest" randomized rule in this sense is not really a fully random""" 
ized oneo 
lNben k > 21 rules which achieve (lo4) subject to (1.3) have the following form: 
if C (m) a k., a positive probability (1-p ) can be assigned to not taking an (m..l)st 
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l 
stage or observations, but if 2 ~ C(m) ~ k-1, the probability of observing at stage 
~ (m+l) is unity. Thus as soon as one non-contender is found, sampling is allowed to 
continue until it is known with certainty which population is paired with F. Arty 
~ a 
randomization takes place only at stages where all k populations are still in con-
w tention. 
-
Whereas the rule for the case when k = 2 can be thought of as a natural in-
tuitive generalization or the basic identification procedure of [l], the rule for 
k > 2 cannot. To illustrate the most striking difference, consider the case of 
k a 4 and P* ~ 0e40. The basic procedure would stop as soon as two contenders 
were eliminated and would achieve a P(CI) of (½)o The natural extension of this 
would be to randomize when there are three or four contenders, and stop when there 
are twoo Proper choice of the randomizing probabilities l-1illyield P(CI) = 0a40e 
The '!best" rule described above, however., applies randomized stopping only when 
there are four contenders, and if one or more populations are eliminated from con-
~ tention, continues sampling until only one contender remains. Thus the conditional 
P(CI) at stopping is either (¼) or 1., never being (}) or (½), and an unconditional 
P(CI) of o.4o is achieved by proper choice or the randomizing probabilitiesa 
All rules or the above term which achieve (1.3) with equality have the same 
E(N), and the one with the smallest E(N2) is one which has all the stopping prob-
abilities (1-pm) equal to zero for m < n -1 and equal to unity for m ~ n , with 0 0 
n and p 1 chosen to achieve equality in (lo3). This is a "pseudo-truncated" o n -0 
rule in that if no contenders are eliminated by the n0 
th stage, sampling is ter-
minated., but if any contender is eliminated, no upper bound is set on the additional 
sampling needed to terminate" Again., the 11best" randomized rule is not really 
randomizedo 
The only difference between the vector at a time and one at a time procedures 
is that at sampling stage (m+l)., the vector rule takes a sample of C(m) observations, 
whereas the one at a time rule selects at random one of the C(m) contenders from 
which to take an observationo 
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3. Two populations2 vector sampling. 
l:$t p 1 (0 s p 1 ~ 1) denote the probability of taking an mth stage of obser-m- m.-
va~ion (mal.,2,ooo), and let am-l be the conditional probability of choosing pairing 
(Q ~ ) if sampling is terminated by randomization after stage (m-1). The remarks 
1'. 8 
of Section 2 indicate that we could restrict attention to am=½, but we shall allow 
the f'ul.l range, 0 s ams 1. Let N be the total number of observations up to stoppi..Tlg 
and let M be the number of sampling stages up to stopping (here M a N/2),, Then for 
m ~ 11 we have using (lo2} 
(3.la) 
(3olb} 
(3olc) 
:a (m-1) p P(M ~ m) a 8 p$pl ooo m-1 
P(M =ml M ~ m) = 1 - 92 p 
m 
p ,\.·"'cI.,M = ml M ~ m; (TI ,F ) ia true' = l - 92 + a (l - p )82 
1 a ~ m m 
(3.ld) p (cr,M = mlM;;,: m; (TTJ'
2
) is true) = 1 - 02 + (1-am)(l - pm)02 
Theorem 3~ Iet ½ < p* s 1 and 8 > 0 be given. For any sequences (p1} (i=O~l,2,ooo) 
and fa1} (:L:::0,1,2 •• 0.) for which (1.3) is satisfied we have that 
(.3o2) E(M) ~ (2P*-l)/(l-~2 ) 
-. for both true pairings, independent of the f pi 1 and f a1J, with equality if and only 
if' 
-.!II 
(.3.3) P(CI) = p* 
" for both true pairingso 
... Proof t From equations (3ol) it is seen that 
._,; (3.4a) P (euf (TI_ ;F' )' = (l-p0 )a + ; P(~)[1~02 { loa_(lcr1p >J] .a. a 'J o ms::l. .. ,.,, 1-:1 
1-, 
Equ:ivalentJy, we write (3.4) as 
(3o.Sa) [P (011 (TT ,F )' + p 'c1t (TT 1F >)7 C (1-p )+ ; P(~)[2c:a92 (l+p >] 
1 a 'J ' a a J o m=l m 
(3o5b) [P (crl (TT ~ )) • P (er! (TI F )) ] = (l-p0 ) (2a -1)+ ; P(~)[e2 (l-pm){2am-1)]c 1 a :a a o m=l · 
Use of (3olb), (3ola), and simple manipulation gives for (3o5a) 
But since M is a non-negative random variable, it is well lmown that 
(3.7) 
Hence, 
(IO 
E(M) = I: P(M ~ m+l)o 
m=o 
the inequality following from (1.3)o The statement (3 .3) then follows directly from 
(308). This completes the proof. 
Note that under (3.3), (3o5b) becomes 
(3.9) 0 = (laop )(2a -1) + ; P(~)[ea (1-p ){2a eolY 
o o m=l m m 1 
and (3o2) becanes 
(3ol0) E(M) a (2P*-l) / {l-82 ). 
The sequence {a 1 is restricted by (3c9), but subject to that rest.riction plays no 
i 
role in determining E(M), as seen by examining (3o5a)o 
...; i 
9o 
Among all procedures satisfying (3.9) and (3ctl0) we wish to £ind one which 
• minimizes E(1'f ) • To this end, we prove the next lemma. 
-
-
Iemma .3.1 The earliest stage at which a sampling plan can be truncated subject 
to (3ct3) is at stage r 0 , given by 
(3oll) 
where [,c:] denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to Xo 
Proof't Truncation at stage r is equivalent to setting pjaO, j ~ r, and subject to 
(3o3), (3.8) becomes 
(3.12) r-1 r-1 ( m ) 2p* -1 ~ (1-88 ) I: P(M ~ mt-1) -= (ls:t88 ) I: 99 m .rr p e 
m=O m=O j=o j 
The smallest val~e of r satisfying (3o12) will be found by setting p
0 
,>
1 
=ono=pr;,-:tls 
giving r as [ r], where r is the solution of 
0 
(3.13) 
r-1 
2p*-1 a (1-82 ) I: 9am a lc:e82 r 0 
111=0 
This yields (3.ll)e 
Using the lemma, we can now rind the min E(!f ) procedure e 
Theorem 3o2 Iet r be given by (3.ll)o Among all procedures satisfying (3.3)., 
0 
E(r-f ) is minimized by: 
(3o14) 
pr = pr + 1 = o o o c: O o 0 0 
Proof': From (3.la) we have 
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co 
(3ol5) E(f.r) a E m2P(~m)[l-02 pm] 
m=l 
a, a, 
= E (m+l)2 P(~+l) • E rrf P(~l) 
mco m=O 
CD Cl0 
= 2 E mP(~+l) + E P(~m+l) o 
m=o mao 
Using (3.6), the quantity to be minimized is 
(3.16) EmP(~+l) , 
subject to the following restriction obtained from (3ola): 
(3ol7) 0 S P(M ~ m+l) S e2 m0 
't-i'iting 
(3ol8) cm= {(1-02 )P(~1)} / (2P*-1) 
co 
the problem is to minimize r me· , subject to 
m=o m 
(3.19) 
0 :s; C :s; 02 m(l-02 )/(2P*-l) 
m 
co 
E C = lo 
m=o m 
m = 0,1,2,oott 
10 • 
In this f'orm., the Cm are probabilities to be chosen to minimize t!1e expectati')~l of 
the random variable Y1 where P(Y a m) = Cmo Equation (3ol4) follows i.Jr.mediately>' 
completing the proof'o 
Note that f'ar this best rule, only r 0 ., ar _1 and ar need be deterrr.ined., and 0 0 
this can be done using (3. 9), which gives 
(3.20) 2{a =l (1-Pr -1) + e:apr -10/r } .. 1-(1..e:a )pr ml • 
ro o o o o 
-llo 
, 
This does not determine the a 1 s uniquely o The choice or (½) f'or both values does 
satisfy (3.20)1 and this corresponds to the rule described in Section 2. 
4o Two populations, one at a time sampling 
The notation used here is that of Section 3, with the additional representation 
that Tim (0 :s: 11m :s: 1) is the conditional probability that the mth observation is to 
be taken from population II , given that sall¥)ling is still going on by the mth stage8 
l 
A procedure with an equivalent sample size distribution is one which before sampling 
begins ~ssigns probability 11 to sampling from II
1 
and probability (1-11) to sampling 
from II 1 and then takes all observations from the 11winning 11 populationo For one 2 
at a time sampling N i! M. We take am = (½) for notational convenienceo 
Analagons to equations (3.1) we have 
m-1 P(N ~ m) = a p p • .,.p 
o 1 m 
(4.lb) P(N" mlN ~ m) = l-8pm 
. . . 
(4..lc) P (cI,N"llll~, (n1,F2 >) .. 1..e+(½)(l-pm)e I i = 1,2. 
Theorem 4ol !at½< p* ~land 0 > 0 be given. For any sequences {p1J and fTI1] 
(and {a1)) satisfying (1.3), we have 
(4o2) E(N) ~ (2P*-l) / (l-8) 
f'or both pairings, independent of the sequences (p1J and f'Tl1J (and f a1J)~ ·with 
equality :it and only if (3o3) holdsc 
Proof': From (4.lc), (4.la), and (3.7) we have 
P(CI) • (½)(1-p ) + ; P(N ~ m) (1..e+(8/2)(l-p )) 
o ~l m 
(4.3) 
-12. 
,, 
The Theorem follows as in the proof of Theorem 3olo 
In a result analogous to Theorem 3.2, we now give the procedure which minimizes 
E(N2) subject to (3v3). 
Theorem 4.2 Among all one at a time procedures satisfying (3.3), E(tf) is minimized 
by the procedure with: 
P ::, P Q gee GS P Q 1 
o 1 r1 -2 
(4.4) 
where r 1 is given by 
r
1 
as [ (log 2(1-P*)) ( log e ] 
and r x] denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to ')( o 
The proof is omitted, but note that the sequence {ilm] or the value 11 is totally' 
irrelevant when there are only two populations • 
.., 5ct Comparison or rules, two populations 
Although the average sample size for the one at a time procedure (E
0 
(N)) is 
smaller than that of the vector at a time procedure (Ev(N)), the difference is in 
all oases relatively small. From Theorems 3ol and 4ol, it can be seen that 
which is 2 at 8. 0 and 1 at 8 a 1 (identical popuJ.ations)o 
Also, 
(5o2) E (N)•E (N) = (2P*•l) / (1 + 8) 
V o 
which ranges from (2P* -1) at 9 a O to (2 P*•D/2 at 8 a l (when both expectations 
become infinite). Note that this difference never exceeds tmity 0 Thus the average 
saving in sample size by one at a time sampling is small, and the average number 
of stages of sampling is almost twice that of the vector at a time procedure 0 If 
sampling cost is more a function of the number of stages than of observations, the 
vector procedure could be more economical. 
From Iennna 3.1 and Theorem 4e2, it can be. seen that both procedures have the 
same maximum sample size., with the maximum number of stages for the vector procedure 
again being about half' that or the other procedure. 
If' we consider the single sample procedure which takes R pairs of observations 
(I .. X 1) (i=l•u .R). chooses pairing (n F ) if' for some i li' a .,. ' " l(a) a 
X s (n -cl ) or X e (n c-0 ) , 
2(l)i l 2 1(2) 2 l 
and assigns p1--obability (½) to each pairing if none of these evt)nts occurs, it is 
easily seen that R is given by (3.ll)o Thus the sequential procedure never takes 
more observations than the single sample procedure, and could be viewed as a 
"curtailed" single sample rule. 
To see how the variance of N can be affected by the choice of the (pj) among 
sequential procedures satisfying (3.3), consider the very simple.randomized rule 
which has Pj a p, ;1a1,2, •••• It is easily seen that 
(5.3) 
and 
(5.4) 
For the best procedure, using (3ol4) and (3ol5) and assuming thet (10g 2(1-P*)/2 log fl 
. is an integer, we have 
E(W) es (2p* •l) (l+Er ) / (1•82 >2 o 
The difference between (5e4) and (5o5) is 
-which ranges from 2(2P*-l) at 8 ~ 0 to infinity at 8 1:1 le 
6. General k I p* a l 
]4. 
Before proceeding with a discussion of randomized rules to achieve a p* value 
of less than unityJI we consider the case where randondzation cannot be used., ioe • ., 
p*a1. letting C(m) be the number of contenders after Satl4)ling at stage m., note 
that the sequence {C(m)J m=o.,1, ••• forms a sequence of state variables for a 
stationary finite Markov chain. The states of the chain are (1.,u.,Ic), representing 
the nunber of contenders; state l is "absorbing"., corresponding to the identificati"n 
of the correct population associated with F 1 while the states 2,&o•.,k are tranBient~ a 
stationarity is due to the fact that no randomization is used so that transition 
probabilities depend on4r on the value of C (m). Transitions can occur on~ to a 
lower numbered stateo For vector sampling., all states with indexes no greater 
than C(m) are possible at stage (m+l), while for one at a tine sampling the only 
possible transitions are to C(m)., (c(m)-1) or lo The number of sampling stages 
of the plan, M, corresponds to the number of steps until absorbtion for the Markov 
chain, while the number of observations., N, of the plan corresponds to the value 
of the chain functional 
(6.1) M G = I: C(m) o 
m=l 
Having made the correspondence between the pertinent quantities for the 
sampling scheme and the appropriate Markov chain quantities, we shall not use reS'.ilts 
from Markov theory to find these quantities, but shall use direct arguments which 
then yield fornml.i for the Markov chaino 
For the vector procedure., the 11transition 11 probabilities are given by 
~ 15. 
--
-
(6.2b) P(i,1) a P{_c(m+l) = 1 I C(m) =i} = ij(l-A)i-l + (1-8) 2 s i ~ k 0 
Another random variable of interest is s<1>, the number or steps spent in state 
i (2 ~ i s k) given that state i has been entered0 
We introduce the notation E(X!k.,P) to represent the expected value of X when 
there are k populations and the probability of correct identification is P - antici-
pating the next section. Here we take P c lo We now state as a lemma a few obvious 
oonclusions from the above definitionso 
Ismma 6.1 For the vector sampling procedure, 
-1 J. k-1 (6o3b) E(Nlk,l) = (1~ek) l_k + E P(k1 j)E(Nfj11)} 1 j=2 
(6.3c) E(Mlk,l) .. (1..ekf'1 { l + kEl P(k,j)E(Mlj,1)} , 
jm2 , 
and 
where A{c m (1,0,0 ••• ,0), Bk= (k,k-1,~ao,2,0) and D~ = (l,ooo,l) are k-element row 
vectors., I is the 'kxk identity matrix, and P is the kxk transition matrix {P(i,j)) 
with elements given by (6o2a) and (6o2b)o 
Proof: 
Equation (6.3a) follows from the fact that s(i)has a geometric die·iiribution w-.1.t-h 
parameter e1, while (6o3b) and (6 0 30) are straightforward recursions., (603d) restates 
(3.10), while (6.3e) and (6o3f) follow from the usual arguments to be found, for 
.. 
.. 
_. 
16. 
instance, in Kemeny and Snell [2]. The vector ~ gives the "initial" state pl"'o"uabilc:1 
itieso 
We now obtain explicit formulas for E(N,k,1) and E(Mlk,l) which can be regarded 
as computing formulas for the matrix expressions in (6o3e) and (6o3t) 1 which are not 
• eas iJy evaluated by direct means. 
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Theorem 6al The expected number of observations r or vector at a time sampling when 
P*ta-l is given by 
(6.4) E(Nlk,l) a [2(k-l)/(l..88 )] + j!3 [c-1)3 C~:i) / (1~93)] 
'JToof I Assume for concreteness that pairing (Ttk,Fa) is correct~ let T1 (i=l~~oe,k) 
be the number of observations taken from population TT1e Ist Yi represent the number 
of observations from n1 until the f:trst; time an observation falls tn (n a{) ) l 2 
(i=l,.oo 1 k-l) or in (02 .01 )(i=k). Clearly Y1 ~ T1, all i.~ and ·bhe Yi are inc;.ep~nf..sr-;i; 
geometrically distributed variables 1-.'dth par&"lleter 80 IBt 
(6oS) i,. max (Yi , ... ,Yk-l) 
be the index at which all the (k-1) incorrect pairings have been elim.i.nat-ed. Sinc.e 
sampling stops when all incorrect pairings are eliminated or when the correct- pail'ir..g 
is discovered (at index Yk) the stage number at which sa~ling ceases is 
,,. 
(606) Z a min (Yk1Y) .,.. 
.Uso, since sampling from population u1 ceases as soon as n1 is eliminated (at Y1) 
or the true pairing discovered (at Yk), the nunber of observations taken :from n1 is 
given by 
(607) Ti = Yi (Yk) i = l.9ooook~l 
where by Y1 ( z) we mean the random variable Y1 curtailed at the integer. z,, ioe o 
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(608) 
PfY1(z) = jl = PfY1 = jJ = ej•l(l-8) tor j = 0,1, ••• ,z-1 
P{Y1(z} a zl = pfyi ~ z1 = 8Zal • 
(609) 
and 
The desired quantity, N, is then 
k•l 
Na I: T1 + Z i=l 
k-1 
(6010) E(Nlk~l) = I: E(T1) + t(Z) • i=l 
For fixed Yk = y, we £ind easily 
C ) 1-1 (6~12) E{T11Yk=y) = E Yi (y) = (la8) I: j8j-l + yeY•l :2 (1-eY)/{l-8) j=l 
(i a l~eoo,k-1} 
so that noting the geometric distribution of Yk., we have 
co 
(6,13) E(Nhc,l) = E(Z) + (k-1) I: (l-A)e7• 1[(1•8Y)/(l-8)] 
yal 
s:s E(Z) + [ (k-1)/(1-88 )] o 
It is easily verified that 
(6014) p(y° ~ y) = (1(198Y)k•l 
and thus 
~ A {60 ]5) P(Z ~ z) a P(Y ~ z) + P(Xic ~ z)-P(Y ~ z)P(~ ~ z) 
a (1...ez)k-l + (1..ez) m (1-ez)k 9 
so that 
17 • 
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(6.16) P(Z=s) a _8sr-l(l.,e) + (l-Az)k-1 • (l1118z-1)k•l + (l-eZcol)k • (l-9z)k 0 
z = 1,2,.0. 
We then obtain 
m k m (6.17) E(Z) a (1-e)-l + E z[(1-eZ•l) •(l-8s)k]~ E z[(1..ez-l)k·l-(1~ez)k•l] 
~l ~l 
~ (1-0)~1 + ; [(1-e•l)k m (1"8Z--l)k,_..1J 
ZDl 
ci (lr.8)-1 - ; k~l fk·I)( .. J.)jez(j. .. 1) 
PO jmO \.. j 
k 
= (1-a)·l + _E [ Q:Dc-1)1/(1-01)] o 
l=l 
Combining (6017) and (6013) gives (6~4). This completes the proof'. 
18. 
Q_orq.1~ The expected number of. stages until stopping f.or v~otor.-- saiiipling is 
(6.18) E(Mlk,l) .. (1..e)"'1 + ~ [ (k1- 1)(.,1)1/(1-e1)] c i=l -1 
Proof: Note that M a Z as given in ( 6e6) o 
Corollary 6,,s! An upper bound on E(NJk.,l) is given by 
(6cl9) E(Nfk,l) ~ (k-1)/(1-02 ) + (:~e)-1 ~ 
~oo!,t Using the second line in (6017) along with (6013} g:lses 
(6020) 
m 
E(N1k.,l) a [ (k,,..1)(1 .. 98 )•1] + (1-erl • E 8z(la'8z)k~j_ 
z=O 
which gives (6019) directly since 
; 8z(l-8z)k-1 ~ 0 o 
Z=0 
- .-
-. 
Corollary 603 E(Nlk,l) is a strictly increasing function or~, 0 < 8 < le 
Proofs Re-write (6020) as 
(II) 
[(k-1)(1-Aa)-l] - t Az({lc:a8z)k•l_l] 
z=o 
and differentiate to obtain 
{6.22) 28(k~l)(l..82 )•2 + (k-1); zAaz-l(l-8z)ka2 + ; z8Z-7:l-(la8Z)k-l] 1 
z=O z=O 
which is positive for all O < 8 < 1. 
19. 
As a final corollary to Theorem 6.1, we study the rate of increase of E(Nlk.,l) 
as a function of k (8 fixed again). This result is needed in the next sectiono 
Corol].ary 604 For any 8(0 ~ e ~ 1), and k > 2, 
Proof: Using (6.20)., we obt,ain 
(k2-k+l) 1 m z z)k-2[ le z ] 
111 (k2 -1) (1-82 ) • (le -1) ci.:S) + z ~ 8 (l-8 ~-1 • {l-8 ) 
k(k-1)-0 : ez(l 0z)k-2[ 1 z] ci +~ ca ·-+f\ >O (le •l) (l-02 ) Z:::l ~ ml • 
For the one at a time sampling plan., we assume that prio~ to each stage of 
sampling an experiment which assigns equal probability to each contender is performec. 
to decide from which population the observation is to be takeno This assumption is 
merely a matter of c onvenienoe., and the results would be the same if' prio~ to exper-
imentation one of the kl orders of' sampling were chosen at random alld strict rotat1.on 
were then used during the experiment - with non contenders dropped from the rotation. 
The non-zero ''transition" probabilities are 
..... 
la 
20 • 
.... 
(6o2Sa) P(i.,i) = P(C(mt-1) = ilC(m) = i} a 0 i a 210 .,k 
(6o2Sb) P(i-1.,i) = PfC(m+l) = i-llC(m) = il = ((i-l)/i)(l-8) i a 31011n,k 
(6o2Sc) P(l,i) = P{C(m+l) = 1lc(m) = i} = (l/i)(1-e) i as 3sooe,k 
(6.2$d) P(l.,2) = P{C(m+l) = 1lc(m) a 2} = (1-e) • 
Theorem 6c2 The expected nutriber o£ observations for one at a time sampling when 
P* a l is given by 
E(Nf k,-1) = (k-l)(k.t-2)/2k(l-9) o 
Proof a letting S (k) be the number ot the last stage at the begl:m:tng ot which there 
·-
are k contenders (ioee ccs<1d.1) = k, ccs(k)) < k), we have r:..·om (6025) 
(6o27b) P(S(k) =- m9C(m) = l) = 9m-J.(l08)/k 
(6o27c) P(S(k) = m1C(m) = k•l) = (k-l)8m-l(l~)/ic 
and from the P* requiremant, we have 
Using the P* requirement, (6.27) and (6028)., and recalling that a oo:!9reot ~.den-
ti.tication is equivalent to having C a: 1, we obtain 
I 
co co 
a E em.-l(l-8) = (l-8)E P(S(k)~) a (l~8)E(S(k)lksl) o 
m=l m=l 
Also we have the recursive relation 
21. 
-.. 
a ; mem-1(1..e) + ( (k-l)E(NI k-111)/k] ; ern·1c1~) 
m~ l1l=l 
a (1-8)•l + (k-l)E(Nlk•l,1)/k e 
Rewriting (6030) gives 
~(la8)E(R'fk,l) a k + (k•l)(lca8)E(Nlk«l,1) o 
Summing both sides of ( 6,,31) over 3 ~ k ~ L., and simplifying g:bres 
(6e32) L(lca8)E(NI L.,l) as lLf"l) • 3 + 2(1-8)E(Nl2~l) 
and using (4.2) in (6e32) with P* = 1, gives {6~26)~ 
7. General k 2 Vector Sampling, P* < 1 •. 
Due to the variety or possible values for C(m), description or the rand.ct!lizatic.11 
probabilities becomes more cumbersome here than tor k = 2o We shall in fact want ·t:.ne 
probability of not taking an (1YH*l)st stage sample, which is (1-pm), to depend on 
~ C (m), and we could also allow this probability to depend on the entire sequence 
' 
C(l), ••• ,C(m), i.e. the entire sampling history, so that the randomizing probabilities 
themselves become random variables. Fortunately, we shall never need a complete 
notation tor these probabilities, and we shall use R to denote ·the rule by uhich 
each Pm is constructed as sampling progresseso The randomiz:tng constant when C(m)=k 
will be denoted simply as Pm, and this represents no loss of generality since m 
(when C(m)=k) complete]Jr characterises the saruplirg history. 
To avoid further complication ot notation~ we shall assume that if the expe~:a 
iment is terminated by randomization while c contenders remain, each on~ is given 
probability (l/c) of being paired with F ., Also we shall assume complete symmet,ey 
a 
ot sampling and stopping rules so that P(C,,Io) and E(N) will be independent ~ the 
i 
22. 
-. 
true pairing (TT1,F8 ), ial,o •• ,k. 
As in Section 6, we let s(k) denote the number ot the last stage at which k 
observations are taken. Because ot randomization, obtaining the dist-:dbution ot 
s(k) requires some cEtre., and we ha\fe 
P(s< k) ~ m) P n P 8k(mal) a O"-l ooo m-l 
(7ol) 
The transition probabilities corresponding to (602) ar.e mo::-a d:lf.fit":ult to defi\~ 
here., and we shall consider only transitions from the k contender stat',eo F:lra-t, w-s 
define the conditional probability of having j contenders af·~er the Jillth aan;,l-9~ and 
before the mth stage randomization, aa 
(7.,2a) P(k~j) = P (c(m}=jlC(m-l)=k, take mth sample) 
and the probability of stopping at the mth stage when k observations are taken as 
The probability of a correct identification after the mth sample is 
le Note that in (7o2b) and (7o2c) the probabilities Pm appear with the factor e -
indicating that prior to st.age (mt,l) there were still k contendersJ> and probability 
Pm was assigned to taking the (m+l)st samplee In (7o2a) we avoi.d.ed including Pm 
because at the (m+l)st sample there would be fewer thank contenders, Pm would 
depend on the nunber j of contenders., and we are r.i.ot specifying the Pm values in 
... 23 • 
this case. We avoid the need to specify these by defining the conditional probabi~.--» 
ity of a correct identification given that the transition from k contenders to 
2 ~ j ~ k-1 contenders occurs at the mth sample to include the contribution f'rom Pni 
(just as the unconditional probability or correct identi:f'ication includes the oon·-"" 
tribution f'rom p , the probability ot taking any sample) o We write this as 
0 -
(7.3) P (c.I. lk(m)j.) • P (c.I. I s(k) ~ m,C(m) 111 j) 
which will be a function or the randomizing rule R which is usedv Fm•·iihe:.-~ we sha:O. 
need notation f'or the conditional expected additional sample size given the transitioi 
f'rom k to j contenders at stage m (prior to the mth stage randomizaticn)~ and we writ,t~ 
Unlike the situation fork 111 21 the average sample size fo~ gen~ral k is not 
completely determined by the P* requirement. Further., we shall see that minimizing 
the average sanple size under the P* constraint (1.3) does not ,.1n1quejy determine the 
sampling plan, just as meeting the p* requirement tor k a 2 did not uniquely deterril.i.ne 
the plan. 
We denote by P(C.I.) the probability or correct identification tor a given rule 
R~ with k populations., and by E(Nlk_,P* .,R) the average sample size for a rule R, satis .. 
tying (l.3), with k populations. We do not need to consider R when P* = l since 
randomization is then impossible and we write E(NI k.,l) as in Section 60 
Theorem 7 .1 For vector at a time sampling, far arrr randomi.zing rule R which sat:i.sfiet 
(1.3), 
(7oS) E(Nlk.P*,R) ~ [(kP*-=1.)/(k-l)]E(Nlk,l), 
with equality if and only it 
(706) 
,, 
... 
24. 
independent]¥ or the true pa:iring (n11 Fa), and the rule R does not allow randomizatior.i. 
fell' stopping without an (m+1)st sample if 2 ~ C{m) ~ k-1, or equivalently (see (7.3)) 
(7.7) P(C.Io-lk(m)j) = l j = 2, ••• ,k-l I all m. 
The requirements (7.6) and (7. 7) imply the following restriction on the con-
stants Pm (randond.zation probabilities when C(m)=k): 
(7.8) 
The requirement (7e6) alone does not give equality in (7cS)e 
P.roof: 
Fh•st we nalie the following recursive relations which tollcm .from (7 ol), (7 o2):; 
(7o3) and (7o4): 
(7 o9) P(C •I.) a ® { l+[k(l-8 )+k(l-8 )k~l -k(l--8) k +ek -1] ; P( S(k):!-:ai) 
m=l 
co k a. ., 
+k E P(S(k)~) i: P(k,j)P(C.I.lk(m)j)}, 
m=l j=2 
and 
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-Then we proceed by induction, assuming that the theorem is true far j=2,"oo.,k-l 
(it has been demonstrated for k=2). Thus in particular 
(7 oll) 
Substituting (7.11) into (7ol0) gives a latier bound for E(Nfk,P*,R) 1 ·which we 
shall call E~t-, and we have 
. . 
(7.12) E* = k; P(S(k):i,m) + ; P(S(k):i:m)kil P(k,j)[jP(c.I.lk(m)j)-1]E(Nlj,1}. 
m=l m=l j=2 j-1 
Next we find the P (c.I. lk(m)j) and {pnJ values which minimize E* subject to 
requirement ( 7. 9). We write 
C0 • C0 . 
(7.13) ~"' !: P(S(k):i:m), Zj = !: P(S(k):i:m)P (c.I.lk(m)j) j = 2,uc,k-1. 
m=l m=l 
We then want to find Z
2 
u•,zk to minimize 
k-1 · 
E* = ztc{k- E [P(k,j)E(Nlj,l)/(j-1)]} 
j=2 
(7.14) 
subject to the requirements 
C "\ k-1 k k k-l . . (7 0 15) kP(C.I.)-lj = [k(l-8)+k(l-9) -k(l-8) +8 -l]~A+k_E P(k,j)Zft i J=2 J 
{7.16a) 
and 
(7.16b) 
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D 
-In this f'ormwe have a standard linear programming problem and it is straight-
forward to verify that the minimum value of' E* occurs when Zj = Zic (j=2., ••• .,k-1) if 
and on:cy- if' 
(7.17) 
The truth of' condition (7 .17) follows directly from (6023) o The requirement Zj=iZk 
is equivalent to P (c.I.lk(m)j) = l f'or all m ~ee (7al3)) so that (7ol5) becomes 
(7 el8) (KP(C.I.)-i)/(k-l)(l-8k) = ~ 
and 
(7ol9) 
kl . 
E* = Z. {k + ~ P(k1 j)E(N)j,l)} o 1C j=2 
Using (6o3b) followed by (7ol8) in (7ol9) gives 
(7 020) 
It then follows from (1.3) that E* is lowest when (7 .6) is true. It is. easily 
verified that the bound in (7.5) is achieved by the given rule, noting that there 
is equality in (7 .11) when P (c.I. lk(m)j) = lo Under (7.6)., (.7 018) becomes (7 08) o 
This concludes the proof. 
~: It is apparent that f'or an unsymmetric rule satisfying (1.,3)., the above 
argument can be applied f'or each fixed true pairing giving the bound (7.5) for E(N) 
under each p-airing and imp~ing that (7.6)., (7.7) and (708) are necessary for 
max E(N) (max over pairings) to achieve (7o5)o Thus very little 11unsymmetry11 can 
l\d be allowed in rules achieving (7 o5) o 
The ·assignment of probability (1/k) to each pairing when a randomized stop 
occurs is the onl;y' symmetry condition which could be relaxed., subject to a restricti( 
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-. 
Note that no rule achieving the lower bound (7.5) can be fully truncated be-
cause of the requirement (7 o 7) o Among the rules which do attain (7 .5) we now find 
the one which minimizes E(W) u 
Theorem 7,.2 For vector at a t:ilne sampling, subject to (7o6) 1 (7o7) and (708)~ 
the minimum of E(lf) is achieved by the rule which assigns 
.. 
(7.21) 12 (k-l)ek< ro -i > - k(l-P*) 
Pro .J. (1-ek)ek< ro -i, 
and 
Pr c:a Pr +:L = oe • = 0 1 
0 0 
where r is the smallest integer greater than or equal to 
0 
log rk(l-P*)/(k-1)] 
• k log a 
Pro-2,f: Write for the expected value of If given that s(k) ~ m and C{m) = j 
(j = 1,.00,k-l) (prior to the mth stage randomization) (m ~ 1) 
(7.23) 
and ( see (7 o2)) write 
(7 .24a) E ( :tf: (k< ID) j)) ""E ( If lk(m)j) P(k:j)P(S(k)~) 2 ,;; j ,;; k-1 
(7.24b) E ( If ,(k<m>l)) = E (If I k(m)l) P (k(m)i) P(S(k)~) ,, 
Clear]y1 
(7o2S) 
CD k-1 1 
E(W) = E E E ( rf, (k< m> j)) o 
m=O j=l 
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Using (7.1) and (7.2b) in (7.24b), form~ l 
.,,,,,; 
(7 o 26) E (If~ (kC m> 1)) ., k.2:ih( gCk) :i:m) [ (1-8) + 8 (1-8 )k-l + ( l·pm)ek:J e 
-
Using the restriction (7e7) along with (7el) and (7o2a) in (7o2~), we have 
form~ 1, 
..,. (7 027) E (tf :(kem> j)) ,. P(S(k):itm)P(k~j) ; (1,n+n)8 Q(nl j): j ,. 26 oeeak•l , 
n=O 
-' where Q(nl j) is the density of the sample size for j popul.ations when a p*r:l 
requirement is imposed, so that 
- m • CIO " • CO (7 028) E Q(nl j) = l , I: nQ(nl j) = E(NI j 1 l) , E n8 Q(nl j) = E(~ I j 1 1) ., 
nr:O m=O m=O 
"-' 
Note that by (7.8) 
- (7.29) ; P(S(k)~) = (kP~'"-l)/(k-1)(1..Sk) o 
m=l 
lad 
We put (7o26) and (7.,27) in (7.25) and then use (7e28) and (7o29) to obtain 
~ 
-
a, (k) k l k k-1 . 
(7o30) E(lf) = E (IeDr)P(S ~){(l-8)+(1-8) - •(l-8) + I: P(k.,j)+ek(l-p· )} 
m~ j~ m 
Ip 
+; (2km)P(S(k)::;,m)[kElP(k~j)E(NIJ:1)] 
m=l j=-2 
-
m (k) k-1 · -
+ E P(S ~)[ E P(k.,j)E(Iflj,1)] 
m=l j=2 
-
m le ; Df"P(S(k)~)(l-8kpm) + 
mcl 
_, k-1 · co (k) 
+21{ I: P(k,j)E(Nljal)] E mP(S ~m) 
j=2 m=l 
-
19' 
k 1 · · co { i P(k1 j)E(N'lj,1)] ~ P(S(k):!:m) j=2 m=l 
-
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,. 
-· ~-1 · ' m (k) · 
+{ 2le+~}: P(k.,j)E(NI j 1 1)]} E (m-l)P(S ~) e jcs2 m=l 
Nate that the (pm} appear in (7 .30) only tlrough ; mP(S(k) :..m), which is to be min-
mml 
ind.zed subject to (7o29)o This problem was solved in Theorem 3.2., and (7.21) is 
the solutiono 
This completes the proof'. 
8. General ,!s, ~ ~ !. ~ sampling, p* < lo 
The notation and assumptions regarding randomization probabilities, etc • ., are 
as in Section 7 o As in Section 6., if' an observation is to be taken., it is taken 
from a randomly selected contending population. 
Analogo~G to equations (7ol) we have 
(k) m-1 
P(S' ::i?m) ::: p p ·P e 
o 1"•• m-1 
(B.l) 
and for transition probabilities given that S(k)~ we have ~s in (7o2)) 
(Bo2a) 
(Bo2b) 
P(k~k-1) m P(C(m)ak-llS(k).!:311) a (k-l)(l-8)/k 
P (ic(m)l) .. P (c(m)'"l er stop by randomizing I s<k).!:311) 
= ((1-8)/k) + (l-9)(1-pm) o 
Also., the probability of a correct selection is 
(Bo2C) 
(Note that here, leaving state k in:plies entering either state (k-1) or state 1.) 
- . ,. 
-
-
Theorem Bel For one at a time sampling, subject to requirement (1,3)., for arr:, 
randomization rule R, 
(8.3) E(Nlk,P*~) ~ [kP*-1)/(k•l)]E(Nlksl) = (kP*-l)(k+2)/2k(l-9) 1 
with equality it and only it 
(8.4) P(CoI.) a P* 
independently' of the true pairing (n:1,~), and the rule R does not allow randomization 
for stopping without an (m+l)st sample if' 2 ~ C(m) ~ k-11 or equivalently, (see (7.3) 
and (802)) R requ~es that 
(8a5) P (c.I. lk(m)k-1) = l , all mo 
The requiremen"t,s (8$4) and (8oS) imply the following restriction on the p111 
(randomization probabilities when C (m) = k) : 
The requirement (8.4) alone does not assure equality :ln (Bo3)o 
Proof': From (Bal) and (802) it is easy to verify (using (7.3)) that 
~ ) ~ ~) ( {807) \kP{C.I.)-1 a (1~8)(k-l) E P(S ~)P\C.I.lk(m)k-i), 
rn=l 
and that 
(808) E(Nlk,P*,R) • ; P(S(k)~) 
m:::11 
where analogously to (7 o4) we define the conditional additional sample size given 
the transition from k to (k-1) contenders at stage m as 
Again we use induction, assuming (8.3) true for (k-l) in the form 
(Theorem 4.1 established this tor k = 2.) 
Using (8.10) in (808) we have the lower bound for E(NI k,P* ~) 
(8.n) E*., [l-(k+l)/2k] ~ P(S(k):!!m) -~ [(lf-l)/2k] ~ P(ik):!!m)P (c.I. lk(m)k-i). 
m=l m~ 
Putting (807) into (8.11) gives 
co (k) 
The coet.t'icient of I: P(S ~) in (8.12) is positive so that E* is minimized 
Mc:l 
when this sum is minimized subject to (807). Since each P(c.I.lk(m)k•l) ~ 1~ from 
(8. 7) we have that 
with equality it and on]y it each P (c.I.lk(m)kmi) = lo Using (8ol3) in (8012), 
and then using (lo3):; gi,ies 
(Bol.4) 
~ (kP*-1)(k+2)/2k(ll,B8) • 
This gives (803), and the rest ot the theorem follows from the equality 1n 
(8,,10) and (8013) t-41en all P (c.I. lk(m)k-1) =lD and the equality in (8ol4) when 
P(C ~Io) cP* o Under these conditions (Bo 7) becomes (806) o This completes the proof o 
For a discussion of the effect ot non-symmetry, see the remark tollowlng 
Theorem 7 o le 
.. -. 
-
-
320 
The next theorem gives the procedure which minimizes E(?f) while achieving 
equality in (8o3)o 
Theorem 802 Far one at a time sampling, subject to (804), (8~5) and (806)~ the 
m:l.ninmm of B(N3 ) is achieved by the rule which assigns 
Pr a Pr .. = oo• a O , 
1 1 + ... 
where r is the smallest integer greater than ar equal to 
'l 
(8016) 
The proof ia similar to that of Theorem 7~2 and is omittedo 
9. CoPJ>SFift'"'n .?!. ~s ~!~! ,!s 
In order to compare the expected sample sizes r~ the best "tectm- a~ a time and 
one at a time sampJ.ing plans, first we shall obtain bounds fO'f' the difference in 
average sample sizEs when P*s:slo 
J!mma,2Ql For any k ~ 2~ and any O ~ 8 ~ lp let Ev(Nlk,l) and E
0 
{Nhc,l) be 
given b,- (604) m1.d (6026) 11espective]y0 Then 
with equality at the lower bound for 8 = l and at the upper bound for e = 0 0 
Pro~: F~ k=2, (9ol) is easily verifiedo From the induc·t1ve relation (6 0 3b), w1-;:.:-i 
(6026) and (6o2a) :> we obtain f'or general k 
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•Q 
kl ' 
Ev(N1k11)-E (Nlk#l)a(l-8k)•lfk+ t P(k,j){[Ev(Nlj,1)-E (Nlj,l)]+E (Nlj,l)}]-E (Nlk91) o L j=2 o o o 
(9e2) k-l ,:, 
., (1..ek)-3( k+j~ G:i>j<1-e)k-j{[S.(Nlj1l)-\ (Nlj,l)]+<~;U~f )}J.J.~~})(kr:) 
k-1 . 
c (1-ek)-1 E a:Dj<1-e)kaj(Fc.,.(Nlj,l)-Eo (Nlj.,l}] 
ja2 
"k 2 
+ [2k(l-8)(1-ek)]m1{2k8 (1-8)-(k-l)(k+2)(1-8k)+k(k-1)88 (1-8 - ) + 
+ 2k8[(1-ek-l)-(1-e)k-lJ-2[(1-ek)-(1-e)k~1c0(1-e)k-lJ} 
., (1..ek)-l{(k-lJ(l-A)+(1;9>k-l+kEl Q:{)3c1-e)k-j[S.(Nlj,l)-ii,(Nlj,l)]}. 
j=2 
Now ass·~m.e (9al) is true for j=21 oeo.,k~lo Substituting the lc,w·e·r bound 
[ (ja•j+2)/4j] 
into the sum which appears in ( 9,,2) gives 
< 9 .3 > ISv <NI k, 1>...it (NI k, 1>~c1..ekr1{<k-11 c1..a l.).J...uk-1 
k(k-1)(e8 .e,!t)+2r (1~k)e(le1\8 )k 00k8 (1~-)k-lllf 
+ fill- ) 
= ( 4k(1..ekf"1){ Ci' ..Jc+2) (J,,,0k)+ (k-1) (1..e ya [ km28 (1..a )k°'3J+2(1..e )k,,,1} 
~ (~•k+2)/4k-o 
This proves the lower boundo Equality at 8 = l follows from equality in the 
first line ot (9{')3) by induction, and in the third line of (9o3) since 
0 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
0 
n 
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n '' ... 
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n 
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.. 
•. 
f>-· 
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,c, 
lim [ (1-8 )3 /(1-ek)] ISO J 3 :I? 2 :> 
0--1 
The upper bound is obtained similarly o This completes the proof o 
An upper bound for (Ev(NI k,l)•ii, (Nlk,1)) 1s obtainable by using (6019). This 
gives 
The bounds in (9ol) and (9114) agree for 8 Q: OJ' (9ol) is sharper for all 8 if 
k ~ 4~ and for k > 4, (9o4) is sharper for 9 < 8k and (9"1) is sharper for 9 ~ 0k$ 
where 
The bound (9u4) is extreme].y poor in the vicinity of 9 = lo 
Using (9,:.1) and (9c4)., dividing by~ (Nfk,1) throughout, using (6,26) and 
simplifying gives the following 
were 
(9o7) t[2k(~·8)/(k-1)(1ft-2)(1+9)] 8 8 < lai(2/Jk) M(k:,8) = · c1ir.ec3..e)(k8-k+2n12<k--1)<k+2> ,, e ~ 1-c21lk> C') 
'--
again t-.,"ith equality belolr at 8 1:1 l and above at 8 = Oo 
Uaing (7 aS) and (8n3) to relate average sample sizes tar general P* to thoa,~ 
tor P* == 1 9 we obtain the following: 
!$mma 9a2 For any k ~ 2., any (ljk) < P*,;: 1 1 and any O ~ 8 ~ 1 with Ev,(Nlk.,P*) 
given by (7o5) and E0 (Nlk,P*) given by (8.3), 
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with equality below at 8 a: 1 and above at 8 a o, where 
(S'o9) 
Also, 
(9ol0) 
[ (k8-k+2)(l-8)+h8]/2k(l-e9) , 8 < 1-(2//"k) 
L(k,9) a 
(2-9) (Jf-k+2 )/4k 
Ev(Nlk,p*) Ev(Nlk91) 
Fh (NJk.,P*) m E0 (NJk91) 
0 
~ 8 :? 1-(2//lt) 0 
3So 
From lemma 9o2 we can conclude that even tor 9 ::s 1, when both expected sanple 
sizes are inlinite, they dit'fer in magnitude by at most (k/4) for any ~, while the 
dii'ference never exceeds (k/2) for any 9'" or P* values. When 8 is small., the one at 
a time plan is somewhat more ef'ficient1 but never reduces the expected. sample size 
by 1r1ore than (l/2) for any a, k or P* as seen from (9.10) and (9"1)--
Again :;.'.:' the cost of sampling is more closely tied to th3 numbar of stages tha.,,_ 
to sample size_, the vector plan would be pref'erredo For example, usi>.1g (6018) and 
(6026), the expected number ot stages when P* = 1 can be compared" Us:mg (6017) to 
obtain an upper bo1.1.nd of' (l~ )-1 tor 1\, (Ml k91) we ha:V'8 
'c ... L' \:1 () • ._ } E
0 
(Mf k,l) - Ev(Mlk~l) ~ (~Gkc2)i2k(J:.,8) 
1d.th equality at 8 = o., which gives the smallest value taken on in (9cll)o For sm~ll 
k values, (9ell) tends t,o understate the ditterenceo For example-» whsn k:=2 9 (90 1:t) 
gives a value of O whereas the true ditf erence is (9 / ('L.ri8a)) ~ 
We shall compare the sequential procedures with the single sample proceclure 
which takes R vectors of k observations., (Xij~o .. ~j.) (j=l.9000~) and if some 
x1je·S8 c.;S1 associates TT1 with Fa or it x1ts1 -sa fm.• (k-1) different i ind:i.ces, 
associates the remaining n1 with Fa o It' for (k-c) indices of i, there is an 
x1jeS fas • (c~2), and no ,x1:,eS .s 1 then the pairing is chosen at random f1;on1 the l 3 , :a 1 
-~emaining c possible pairings. 
For this procedure to satisfy the P* requirement (L,3), R is given by 
(9ol2) 
It ie ea.oily seen tha~ 
(9oJ.3) R > log (l"~P*)/log 8, 
so that the sample size n is 
(9sl4) n == 1dt > k log (l•P*)/log 8 o 
Note that no single sample procedure can give P* = lo Using (9.1'-!.) a:id (803) we can 
compare the single sample and one at a time plans tor average sample size, obtaining 
(9ol5) [n~ (~lk,P*)J > [2'k:2(1•8)log(l-P*)]/(kP*ml)(k+2)log 0 
0 
This last expansion is not useful tor 9 near o., but it is eas:tly seen that the 
middle term of. (9ol.5) is approximately (2te /(k.-+2 )(k-1)] for 8 naar Oo Thus for 
large k~ the single sample procedare takes on the average approximately t·w.lce the 
nmooer cf obaervationa taken by the one at a time sequential procedtn'eo 
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